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. . . to my husband Carlton Prouty and to my 
family for being so supportive of all the paths of 
endeavor that I have chosen to pursue. I give 
great credit to my father, Fred Green, for being my 
coach from the first day I held a table tennis 

paddle until I retired. I also cherish the steadfast 
support that I received from my mother Pauline 
Green and my brother Warren Green.

Sally Green Prouty

Fred P. Green, in 1953 Sally and Carlton in 2008. Photo by Dean Johnson

I dedicate this book . . .
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The 1938 World Championships . . .

. . . would be played in London, at Wembley, and, since all four members 

of last year’s winning U.S. Corbillon Cup Women’s Team -- Ruth Aarons, 

Dolores Kuenz, Jay Purves, and Emily Fuller -- were not interested in 

representing the U.S. this year, especially since they’d have to pay all, or 

at least most, of their own way, the USTTA Selection Committee, in the 

absence of any Tryout, began going down the Ranking list to see who 

might be available. Turns out U.S. #3 Mrs. Margaret Wilkinson (widowed 

at an early age, she preferred to be called "Miss"), and U.S. #13 Mrs. 

Clara Harrison, accepted. Next in line? The young 16-year-old from 

Indianapolis (born on December 23, 1922), U.S. #14 Sally Green.

USATT Hall of Fame Inductee (1979)
by USATT Historian Tim Boggan - (c) 2000

SALLY GREEN PROUTY PROFILE
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In a July 27, 1937 letter . . .

. . . to Indianapolis Ranking Committeeman Henry Spaulding who’d 

spoken highly of Sally, Ranking Chairman Reg Hammond says 

"COLOR" is what we need at Women’s Team Tryouts – "and if Sally 

Green can give it [as Spaulding said she energetically could], she’s 

as good as selected for a place right now. I was sorry we had to 

decline her last year." No problem then that Sally’s quite young to 

be going abroad, Hammond’s predisposed toward her, and she is 

#14 on the Ranking list. So, chaperoned or not, can she go to 

London?

Alas, no – "school work" and piano lessons (she was said to 

practice "three hours daily") were reasons enough to prevent her 

from accepting. Instead, her place was taken by U.S. #16, 15-

year-old Betty Henry, Sally’s arch-rival from South Bend, who, on 

being the recipient of an extremely fortunate draw at Wembley, 

would advance all the way to the Women’s semi’s.

However, it was not Henry who’d go on to greatness (she’d retire in 

her teens, marry, then in her early twenties suffer a fatal illness), but 

the zippy, fidgety Green (later Prouty) who, as we’ll see in Part II, will 

totally dominate the U.S. Women’s game in the coming War years. 

How, for her, did it all start?
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Sally Green's Career Achievements
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Reportedly "frail and ill as a child . . .
. . . Sally ‘snapped out of it’ when she was 8." Six years later, this 

vibrant teenager had already won more than 30 trophies – 

swimming/diving trophies – and so, having begun "playing table 

tennis at 13 [early in 1936] to loosen up a back she had sprained 

while diving," was poised for the inevitable meeting with ever-

flexible Fame.

Her "springboard"? The three table tennis tournaments – with the 

help of her father/coach Fred (briefly an Indiana TTA President) – 

she’d won in the 1936-37 season. These were: the December 

19-20 Indiana State Championship at Kokomo, over Henry; the 

February 6-7 Northern Indiana Open at Huntingdon, over Mrs. Mary 

Mason (at this tournament last year Sally’d won what was her first 

ever title, the Mixed with Jerry Jacobs, a title they did not 

successfully defend); and the February 13-14 Missouri Valley Open 

at Kansas City, over Mrs. W.L. (Helen) Van Dusen, about to be the 

Nebraska Open Champ. In between, at the January 30-31 Ohio 

Open at Columbus, she lost in the semi’s to the winner Clara 

Harrison.

Three out-of-town tournaments, from late January to mid-February, 

in three weeks – obviously Sally was very serious about improving. 

Already she was starting to develop "an aggressive, masculine-type 

game" – characterized by a hard-driving forehand. The March 

20-21, 1937 Lake Cities Open in Toledo, where, attacking, she 

beat Henry in the final, was another tournament close enough to go 

to – but the National’s in Newark, New Jersey, that was just too far 

away.

The ‘37-38 season saw fashion-conscious Wilkinson down Green 

in the November 19-20 Northern Indiana at Gary, then Harrison gain 

"an easy victory" over her in the Indiana Open at Muncie. However, 

Sally did beat Henry at Indianapolis, did beat Nebraska’s Dorothy 

Glasson at Omaha (where she also won the Mixed with Garrett 

Nash). So midway into the season Green found herself leading the 

Wilkinson Cup, a new participation competition in which the more 

important the tournament was, the more points for advancing in it 

one would get.
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Sally posing with 
her racket at age 

14 in 1936.
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Sally’s parents . . .
. . . had to be giving her great support, for come Saturday or 

Sunday she was usually away at an out-of-town tournament. In fact, 

that February she didn’t miss a weekend. At the February 5-6 Ohio 

Open at Columbus, she defeated Cleveland’s Jean Everling and 

won the Mixed with Nash. Then three weekends in a row – at the 

Central States Open at Huntingdon, the Illinois Open at Evanston, 

and the Western’s at Kansas City – she beat the Chicago veteran 

Helen Ovenden, who in 1935 had been the first woman to represent 

the U.S. at a World Championship. This last match with Helen at 

Kansas City, however, was a semi’s, and in the final Green would 

fall to Kuenz who, paired with Blattner, would also win the Mixed 

over Sally and her then regular partner Garrett Nash.

The warm-up tournament for the upcoming National’s – though it 

seemed like a National’s itself with a mammoth entry of 350 players 

and $500 in trophies – was the March 12-13 Lake Cities Open, and 

as Nash, playing in tournament after tournament, was keeping up 

the same non-stop pace as Green – Sally would win the women’s 

Wilkinson Cup this season, Garrett the counterpart men’s 

Hammond Cup – it was a certainty he’d be going to Toledo. But 

enroute from St. Louis, Nash and George Hendry were stranded, so 

put in a call to the Greens for help. Then they caught a bus and 

after arriving in Indianapolis at 4 a.m., "hiked two miles with grips in 

hand to the Greens, woke them up, and piled into their car." 

Fortunately for Garrett and Sally, though they didn’t win any 

Doubles, they did win the Singles – Garrett over George, Sally over 

Henry.

Ten days later, at the 1938 Philadelphia National’s, Green – in 

showing as one observer said, "the best drive in the country" – had 

the distinction of playing the most exciting quarter’s match, though 

in a losing -10, -17, 19, 9, -10 effort against the eventual 

Champion Fuller. So, keep your fingers crossed, Sally, maybe next 

year. Actually, it was around this time that right-handed Sally did, 

literally, begin the habit as she played of keeping "the first and 

second fingers of her left hand crossed." She tried to break herself 

of it, but the effort "threw her off her game," so, what the hell, she’d 

be eccentric.
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Although the season-ending National’s marked the end of the Wilkinson Cup race, Sally, now U.S. #6, followed up by playing in 
two back-to-back nearby Ohio tournaments – winning both from Norma Hieronymus (later Studer). The first of these, the April 23-24 
Miami Valley Open at Cincinnati, was historically memorable, not because of Green but because of Topics’ first mention of another 
winner ... of the Women’s Consolation – one, Leah Thall (later Neuberger, World Mixed Doubles Champion).

With the beginning of the1938-39 season, Green picked up where she’d left off- swept through Ohio TTA Secretary Hieronymus in 
the October 22-23 Miami Valley Open at Hamilton. Then, less than two months later, in the Southern Open at Louisville, Sally, the 
Women’s winner, began to establish a very successful Mixed Doubles partnership with young Roger Downs of Indianapolis, the 
Men’s winner.

Sally in 1939
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It was around this time of the 1938 Philadelphia 
National’s, that right-handed Sally began the habit of 
keeping the first and second fingers of her left hand 
crossed.

. . . Indiana Open, played at Jimmy McClure’s TTC in Indianapolis, Green wiped out Wilkinson, 
and Sally and Roger won the Mixed, as they would later at the Central States over John Varga 
and Henry. John had no doubt taken Betty under his authoritarian wing at the South Bend Y and 
perhaps had given her some coaching tips on how to play Sally, for at the January 7-8 St. Joe 
Valley Henry got the better of Green, 19 in the 4th.

There was talk in South Bend that Betty might win the April U.S. Open, especially after she again 
beat Green in the February 7th Huntington, Indiana Central States Open. But then Sally came 
back the next weekend to win the Michigan Open from Henry, 19 in the 4th. Moreover, as it 
would turn out, Betty would be the only player from South Bend competing in these nearby 
Toledo National’s. So was there anyone really close to her (Varga excepted, or not excepted?) 
to give her the friendship and support even a Champion needs?

Henry, seeded 8th, drew the #1 seed, Defending Champion Fuller in the quarter’s and never had 
a chance – averaged only 12 points a game. Green, seeded #4, drew the #1 foreign seed, the 
Hungarian superstar of the early 1930’s and 1935 World Singles runner-up, Magda Gal Hazi, 
who, with her husband Tibor, also a superstar, had arrived in the U.S. only two days before the 
start of the tournament. Already in the twilight of her career, she couldn’t have been at her best 
after all that traveling and fell in 4 to Sally’s aggressive play.

Coming out to meet Green in the semi’s was Ruthe Brewer, friend to Sol Schiff and Doug 
Cartland, who when traveling with them certainly improved her play. Ranking Chair Hammond 
spoke of her "New York" game, and Sol and Doug in their 1939 book Table Tennis Comes of 
Age affirms that she’s "practiced with various men and picked up a man’s game." But of course 
so had Green. It did look like Ruthe was well on her way to making Papa Brewer’s National 
Championship hopes for her come true – but, after being up 2-0 on Sally, she lost in 5.

At the December 3-4, 1938 . . .
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Sally with the album that was 
created and maintained by her 
father, Fred. It contains nearly 
200 pages of photos, articles 
and mementos of Sally's career. 
The following pages contain 
images of some of the pages in 
the album. Photo by Dean
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Sally with Betty Henry in 1938. 1938 Indianapolis Star
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Sally in 1938
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1939 "Man of Distinction, Lord Calvert" night at the Edgewater Beach Hotel in Chicago. (l-r) Graham Morgan, 
Sally,  Sally's mom Pauline Green, Sally dad, Fred Green and Dorothy Morgan.
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Sally's friend Betty Henry in 1941
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1941 Tournament poster
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Sally in 1941 when she 
was a Sophomore at 
Butler University in 
Indianapolis.
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Sally in 1943
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Sally at her desk (rear of photo) at Underwood Elliott Fisher Co. where she was a District Manager in 1944.
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Sally and Table Tennis 
Legend Lou Pagliaro were 

featured in this 1941 issue of 
Newsweek magazine.
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Sally posing in her USA 
team jacket in 1942.
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Sally in 1944, the year she won 
the last of her 5 consecutive 
Women's Singles titles.
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Sally with her 5th consecutive 
U.S. Women's Singles trophy.
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June 1944 Graduation 
photo from Indianapolis' 
Butler University with 
Degrees in Education 
Administration and a 
Bacherlors from the 
Arthur Jordan 
Conservatory of Music.
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Schiff and Cartland . . .
. . . in their book speak of Green’s 

forehand as "a quick and vicious stroke," 

patterned after some of the best men 

players. (Sally played for the league-

leading Riviera Club in the Indianapolis 

Men’s League.) But although Topics 

columnist Reba Kirson (later Monness) 

praises Sally as being "the trickiest player" 

at the U.S. Open, she still could not take a 

game in the final from Fuller, who, as Schiff 

and Cartland say, not only has "an 

excellent defense" [Sally had problems 

hitting Emily’s backhand chop], but 

forehand and backhand drives [that] are 

very sound and capable of making many 

points even against masculine 

opposition." And though Sally was from 

nearby Indianapolis, Hammond wrote, 

"Never before has a crowd been for the 

defending champion playing against a 

younger girl from the spectators’ section 

of the country – an unusual compliment to 

the poise and charm of the Easterner."

Green did get some measure of revenge 

against Fuller, though. After two uncertain 

matches – a -15, 18, 17 quarter’s win 

over Helen Germaine/Reba Kirson and a 

-19, 7, 17, -14, 14 semi’s win over 

Brewer/Matilda Plaskow – Sally and 

Mildred Wilkinson won the Women’s 

Doubles from Emily and Magda Hazi in 

straight games. "Sally is inspiring for she 

is a fighter and a hitter," said Mildred. "She 

is a perfect partner. Her strokes are quick 

and she moves like lightning." A view 

corroborated no doubt by Sally’s early 

swimming and diving prowess. When 

she’d hurt her back diving that seemingly 

unmomentous day, her father, Fred, a 

tennis player after whom she fashioned her 

much admired forehand, said that table 

tennis would loosen her up. It sure did.

sure did.
1940s Sally forehand
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Sally photos from April, 1945 
Table Tennis Topics
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Strokes of Genius . . .
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Sally demonstrating stroke 
fundamentals in the rec room of 
her home in Indianapolis.
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Women umpires at this National’s . . .
. . . were such "a pleasing novelty" that "some spectators 

watched them, not the matches." The more understandable then 

that, to further the looked-forward-to compatibility of the "Mixed 

Splash Party" and "Midnight Buffet" Sat. evening from 11:30 

p.m. to 1:30 a.m., the Saturday Mixed Doubles event drew 70 

players. In the eighth’s, Green and Downs stayed in contention 

by unsteadily rising above the steady Cartland/Plaskow duo. 

Then, about to play the quarter’s, did they know that Bellak had 

earlier said to his partner Kirson, "We win the Mixed or I kill 

you"? Well, Bellak/Kirson didn’t win ‘cause Sally and Roger 

crossed them up. And, regardless of whether Laci so much as 

laid a hand on her, Reba said she couldn’t play afterwards for a 

month. Another close match – a 5-game win over Muchow and 

Henry – and the Indianapolis teenagers were in the final against 

Wilkinson and Al Nordheim. Now, though, with "both pairs using 

the same tactics – topspinning or driving whenever possible and 

otherwise placing the ball back to the body of the person who 

hit it" – the Chicago team won in three close games. Al "can play 

doubles like an inspired fiend," Mildred enthused. He "can hit 

shots that are absolutely uncanny."

So, three 1939 U.S. Open finals for Green . . . plus the Wilkinson 

Cup for the second year in a row. Future’s lookin’ good – 

especially since ‘38 and ‘39 Champion Fuller’s retiring to pursue 

a singing career. Sally, thought now to be Emily’s at-the-ready 

successor, sings too – with an all-girl orchestra. Disguised, 

she’ll be out in Colorado this summer – in a working cattle ranch. 

But no one will try to keep her name a secret. On her return, ask 

around the pool at the Riviera Country Club what people think of 

Sally Green, what her limitations are, what promise she has. 

Chances are they’ll point to the sky.

Sally opened the ‘39-40 season with two October wins – at the 

Hamilton, Ohio Miami Valley and the Indianapolis Central Indiana. 

In both she didn’t have to do much more than go through the 

motions to beat U.S. #15 Norma Hieronymus Studer. However, 

Norma’s Columbus, Ohio clubmate, Leah Thall (later Neuberger), 

whom Sally likewise was having little trouble with in Singles and 

Doubles matches, would soon be a far more formidable 

opponent. U.S. #21 last season, U.S. #8 by this season’s end.
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Sally in the 1947 U.S. 
Open Program
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Another local-area opponent . . .
. . . Sally would routinely beat this season, at least when she 

played and won in Louisville – at the Southern Open, the Falls 

Cities, and the Miami Valley – was U.S. # 25 Martha Kiefer, 

Kentucky’s best. Helen Baldwin, U.S. #11, in real life a 

publishing-house stenographer from Des Moines,was tougher – 

at the January 13-14 Tri-State (Illinois, Iowa, Missouri) Open at 

Burlington, Sally dropped a game to her. This tournament was 

smoothly run by Elks Club members who – helped by one of 

their own, a magician who made table tennis balls disappear – 

"entertained players and guests at the Burlington Country Club 

and in their homes so that those who had to remain because of 

snow-blocked roads actually enjoyed their enforced stay of 36 

hours."

From the beginning of the season, all the women players, Sally 

included, had been looking forward to, as USTTA Women’s 

Chair Violet Smolens put it, "the biggest women’s event in table 

tennis history" – an East vs. West intersectional for a trophy 

donated by retired U.S. Champion Fuller. No more "many and 

loud squawks about national rankings, due mainly to bad breaks 

in the draw at the Nationals," said Smolens. (The National’s 

always did count for too much in the Rankings.) No more 

"insufficient data" problems in trying to "compare the records of 

Eastern and Western girls." No more a somewhat arbitrary 

selection for the "Women’s Corbillon Cup team." (That is, when 

and if the World Championships resume, for the War has 

canceled them.)

The 10 best Eastern women were to be selected to play a round 

robin among themselves (at Philadelphia, November 12); likewise 

the 10 best Western women (at Indianapolis, November 11-12). 

Those 5 from the East and those 5 from the West with the best 

records would then come together (at Cleveland, February 

17-18) to play a complete round robin, the winner of which 

would keep the Fuller traveling trophy for a year.
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Sally and Sol Schiff on their way to winning the 1949 U.S. Open Mixed Doubles title.
Sports World, May, 1949
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At the 1940 . . .
. . . Indianapolis National’s, Henry, the East-West winner, was 

seeded #1, and Green, last year’s 3-time finalist, #2. Betty was 

lucky to survive her deuce-in-the-5th quarter’s match with Thall, 

after Leah had outlasted Baumbach in 5. The USTTA Close Law 

against chiseling was not applied in the 5th game of the Henry-

Thall match, as called for, "because while it was a pooping 

match of the worst degree, it violated neither of the requirements 

of being uninteresting to the spectators, or upsetting the 

schedule of other matches"--though it did work a "hardship on 

Miss Thall" (presumably because she was a better attacker than 

Henry). At any event, Henry then lost in the semi’s to Brewer in 

straight games . . . and (World semifinalist, U.S. #3 – that was 

enough) retired.

Green, though she was twice forced to 19 in the quarter’s by 

Clouther, didn’t drop a game until the final when Brewer, down 

2-0, insisted on stubbornly carrying the match into the 4th.

USTTA Public Relations Chair George Koehnke had hyped a 

"Beauty Queen" photo contest in the pages of Topics for this 

National’s and a 19-year-old Northwestern co-ed, Mildred Bjone 

won. "George Petty, the famous creator of the ‘Esquire’ Petty 

Gal," was the judge. Mildred received train fare, was put up in a 

hotel suite, and given the use of a private car. In her role as 

Queen, she wore "earrings, a necklace, and a bracelet made of 

table tennis balls," and was ‘crowned by Governor Townsend of 

Indiana." Even better, she was invited by "interested spectator" 

Guy Lombardo "to make a personal appearance with his ‘Lady 

Esther’ orchestra at the Lyric Theater, where her beauty drew 

enthusiastic applause."

Would our 1940 National Champion, also newly crowned and 

the recipient of a wired bouquet from last year’s retired 

Champion Fuller, have been tempted to trade places with the 

unknown, feted Bjone, give up her win, the glorious tournament 

moment? So Sally wasn’t treated to such niceties--would you 

expect her to be green with envy? Surely her rewards would be 

long lasting?
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November 1952 Team Championships
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1952, July 28. Sally playing Women's Doubles during Aquatennial Table Tennis Tournament in Minneapolis.
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Sally and Sol Schiff -- 1954 U.S. Open Mixed Doubles winners.

Sol and I played as a team, not 
as 2 singles players. We inspired 
and motivated each other. To 
me, Sol was the greatest mixed 
doubles partner any player could 
wish for and it was a privilege to 
have him as my partner. He is 
not only a talented player but a  
wonderful human being.

Sally Green Prouty
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Captain George Schein leads U.S. Team on Opening Day ceremony at 1955 Utrecht World's: (l-r) Leah Neuberger, Pauline Somael, Sally Prouty, Dick Miles, 
Erwin Klein, Johnny Somael, Harry Hirshkowitz, Bernie Bukiet, Bobby Gusikoff.
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Team dining during the 1955 Utrecht World's: (l-r) Team Captain George Schein, Sally Green Prouty, unknown guest, Pauline Somael, bobby Gusikoff, 
Johnny Somael, Erwin Klein, Leah Neuberger, Bernie Bukiet, Harry Hirshkowitz, Dick Miles.
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Team dining during the 1955 Utrecht World's: (l-r) 1955: Bill Gunn, Marianne Bessinger, unknown guest, Pauline Somael, Jojn Somael, unknown guest. 
Seated in front, Sally Prouty, George Schein.
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1955 Armed Forces poster

1955 U.S. Army tour
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Sally’s, Love of Sports,
Love of the Outdoors,

Love of Music,
Love of Life
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Sally in the Buena Vista Mountains in the '30s   

. . . enjoying the mountain air and 
one of her favorite pastimes -- 

horseback riding.
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. . . swimming in the 1940s. 
Bowling in the 1960's

A Determined Athlete, Sally Competed in . . .
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July, 1960 Sally with her tennis students at Winnetka Park District where she taught tennis for 5 years.

 . . . and tennis
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Sally at her piano in 2007.

. . . and 
she 

loves 
music

. . . and  in 2008. Photo by Dean
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Carlton Prouty . . .

An American Singles and Doubles 
Champion of the 1930s.
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19-year-old Carlton was 
featured, along with his 

doubles partner, Billy Condy, 
in the January, 1934 issue of 

the American Ping Pong 
Association magazine.
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Carlton (second from left)  
was also on the cover of this 
issue along with Billy Condy, 
Robert Ratcliffe, Jerry Lavin 

and Coleman Clark
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Carlton was runner-up in 
Men's Singles and Winner 

of the Doubles with his  
partner Billy Condy in this 

Chicago tournament.
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Carlton received rave 
reviews for his 
performance in this 1934 
APPA Western Open.
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Here's Carlton . . .
Early in his life, Carlton was an accomplished table 

tennis player but his ultimate goal was to become a 

lawyer, in part, because his father was an attorney 

with his own firm. With this in mind, Carlton skipped a 

grade in Grade School and graduated from High 

School in 3 years.

At age 16, Carlton entered Northwestern University. 

He planned to sail through and then go to Law 

School. His father's untimely death in December, 

1931 caused Carlton to lose all interest in a Law 

career. He instead, majored in International Relations.

1931 was Depression time. Carlton helped himself 

financially by performing table tennis exhibitions. This 

garnered up to $10.00 per exhibition and proved very 

helpful in maintaining his financial stability.

While at Northwestern, Carlton connected with a 

moth-proofing firm which resulted in his hiring a 

phone-man in Evanston, Illinois to make 20-30 calls 

per day to set up appointments for service. Combined 

with his table tennis exhibitions, this arrangement 

helped to create a more stable situation money-wise.

After Northwestern, Carlton became a member of a 

firm that managed buildings and hotels. This lasted 

until January, 1941. Carlton was quite sure that war 

was imminent. He volunteered for Air Cadet training 

but was turned down. One eye wasn't good enough. 

They were being very  careful at that time.

Carlton was drafted on April 18, 1941 as a private in 

the Signal Corp. Shortly there was an assembly of 200 

to 300 recruits at Ft. Sheridan, Illinois. The Captain 

called attention and then asked who could type. No 

one was much faster than 20-25 words per minute. 

Carlton then raised his hand. The Captain said: “Oh, a 

Johnny Come Lately.” “How fast can you type?” “75 

Words per minute” Carlton replied. Then the Captain 

asked: “Education?” “Northwestern” Carlton said. 

“Follow me” replied the Captain. Carlton soon became 

Company Clerk and after several weeks of Basic 

Training, the Battalion went South on maneuvers for 

4-5 months. Carlton could not be promoted on 

manuevers so he was an “Acting Gadget Corporal.”
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Carlton and Sally were married on July 9, 1947. Here they are in 2008 after 61 years of marriage.
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Back to Ft. Sheridan, Carlton had been scheduled to 

go to Greenland but Pearl Harbor delayed this until 

April 1942. He then sailed to Greenland where he was 

promoted to Sergeant Major of the Command.

After 5 months in Greenland, Carlton was assigned to 

OCS (Officer Candidate School) in New Jersey and 

upon graduation, he became a 2nd Lieutenant. He 

was then assigned to Drew Field in Tampa, Florida. 

After several months there, he became head of a 

company destined for overseas.

Meanwhile, an inspection revealed that Carlton had 

done an extra special job in training his Company and 

he was asked to join the Inspection Group. When 

Carlton realized that his Company was about to 

depart, his Colonel told him that there was a 

“Captaincy” in the job. (As a Company head, 1st 

Lieutenant is as far as you can advance.) So he took 

the job!

In 1944, Carlton was transferred to Washington DC 

and he left the service in January, 1946. Carlton then 

decided on a career in insurance and real estate as a 

career. He spent a few months in the oil business. 

After a short period of time he became a real estate 

and insurance broker. He joined a building firm that 

specialized in building fine and beautiful luxury homes. 

This led to a great interest in land development. 

Carlton spent 40 years in the area of construction, 

land and development management and sales.

Carlton’s table tennis doubles partner, Billy Condy 

came out of the service ahead of Carlton. Billy was a 

B-17 pilot in WWII. His father knew the Fred Green 

family when they moved from Chicago to Indianapolis.

Billy called Carlton and suggested that they go to the 

table tennis club and meet some of their old friends 

and play a game or two. Billy’s dad, Lou, overheard 

this conversation and called Sally. Quite a while before 

this, about two years or so, Lou had told Sally that he 

knew the man she would marry.
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Captain Prouty in 1944.
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He said he didn’t care if she was engaged or walking 

up the aisle – Carlton and Sally would marry!

After Billy and Carlton made their date to go to the 

club, Lou called Sally and asked her if she would be 

going to the club to practice the next night. She said 

she intended to be there. Lou said: “be sure to be 

there because you will meet the man I told you that 

you would marry! Carlton Prouty is home from the 

service and will be at the club tomorrow evening!”

Imagine my surprise when the next evening Carlton 

was greeted at the club by a lovely girl who seemed 

to know all about him. He thought only Eastern 

countries had committed marriages without male 

knowledge!

Needless to say, Sally became a huge part of 

Carlton’s life – both personal and business-wise.

Time flew by and Carlton and Sally became engaged 

to be married.

About the 1st of May, 1947, Carlton’s mother was 

hospitalized with very little chance of surviving. Carlton 

and Sally visited her and announced that they were 

going to be married on July 9, 1947. Mother Prouty 

immediately demanded all of the details and shooed 

them out of the room. She called the dress-maker, 

the beauty shop and friends. She then recovered on 

that very day. And, fortunately for them, she was able 

to prolong her life until 1962. According to Sally, no 

greater mother-in-law ever existed!

On July 9, 1947, Carlton and Sally were married in a 

beautiful candlelight evening ceremony at Sally’s 

home in Chicago. This was the beginning of one of 

the most enduring marriages in all of the table tennis 

world. As of this writing, sixty-one wonderful and 

eventful years have passed and they wish that they 

could have sixty-one years more.

With the passing of time, they were blessed with two 

sons. The oldest son is Carlton F. Prouty and the 

younger son is Warren H. Prouty, a.k.a. Murphy. Sally 

was a stay-at-home mom until their youngest son 

started kindergarten.
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Carlton in 1960
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A proud Prouty family in 1948
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Sally volunteered to be a teacher’s helper for the first 

week of school. That was the starting point that led to 

a 14-year teaching career that embraced teaching all 

eight grades plus teaching gym to the boys 3rd to 8th 

grade at one time.

Sally said: “teaching has been a great part of my life. 

A great amount of my time has been spent teaching 

swimming, diving, tennis, bowling, piano and organ on 

a professional basis. Another fun occupation that I 

truly enjoyed was playing either piano or organ in small 

nightclubs.”

While Sally was teaching, Carlton was busy with his 

career in insurance, real estate, building office 

buildings and creating a sub-division in suburban 

Chicago. The sub-division consisted of beautiful up-

scale homes in a gorgeous location. Sally worked as 

Carlton’s sales secretary. That involved holding “Open 

House” appointments together. The Prouty team has 

always been, and still is, a very smooth functioning 

operation. It is still working very well as of this writing.

Then, in the 1970s, Sally was given the opportunity to 

work for a delightful family with seven lively children. 

Her new job embraced all of her very favorite activities 

– sports, music and tutoring.

When Sally started this endeavor, their youngest child 

was but a babe in arms and it lasted until the children 

outgrew her many years later. Along the way, she 

experienced many challenges and she is so grateful 

for the warm friendships and life-long memories that 

this encounter has afforded her.

In the late 1970s, Carlton, Sally and the children 

became typical “snowbirds”. Three months in Florida 

became six months in Florida after a few years. The 

long drive, the dislike of cold weather and the lure of 

warm, ice-free winters made the decision to leave the 

children and grandchildren a bit easier. It took them a 

couple of years to decide to leave Illinois.

After they finally made the difficult break, their lives 

became filled with swimming, golf and making new 

friends. Ft. Myers, Florida became their choice of 

residence due to the fact that Sally’s high school 

classmate and dear friend lived in that City. With the 

move accomplished, another phase of their lives 

began.
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Sally is grateful for 
this beautiful tribute 
by her lovely and 
talented daughter-in-
law Christine Marie 
Prouty.
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Sally's Petit Point
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Life's Dinner Menu is Served . . .

I was born in St. Louis, Missouri on December 23, 

1922. My first major challenge in life was to survive a 

life-threatening surgery to correct an abdominal 

condition at the age of 6 weeks. At age 3, I began 

playing piano by ear and have played it all my life. 

Starting at age 6, I entertained at family house 

parties and sing-alongs. At age 4, I started 

swimming, dancing and elocution classes. As a pre-

teen, I swam for the Riviera Club in Indianapolis and 

trained as a swimmer and diver for the purpose of 

participating in the Olympic Games. Our team coach 

was an influential and inspirational man named Bud 

Sawin who eventually became an Olympic swimming 

coach. At age 11, a diving accident ended my 

Olympic dreams. After 1 year I was able to swim but 

was never again able to compete.

. . . At A Table For Two

hors d'oeurves 
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 In 1933, at the end of my 11th year, I started to play 

table tennis. At first, my reason for taking up the 

game was to improve my coordination and reflexes. 

My father, Fred, took on the responsibility of helping 

me to recover. My desire to greatly improve and to 

compete in the sport of table tennis became evident 

to me and others in a very short time.

Having an innate drive for perfection, I was self-driven 

to excel to the best of my ability. This trait can be 

both a blessing and a curse. It promotes both 

endless frustration on the one hand and the heights 

of exhilaration on the other. Even in my octogenarian 

years, this urge has never abated.

entrée

Which part of a meal is the best? There are some 
that would say “dessert”. . . and I would certainly 
agree!

In 2001, while playing the piano in the unbelievably 
beautiful atrium of our local Health Park Medical 
Center, a lovely lady came over to me and asked me 
to call her in the morning. When I called she asked 
me to provide piano entertainment for the residents 
of an assisted living home. As a result, another 

fantastic phase of my life began.

In a very short period of time, a new career began for 
me – an 80+ year old, almost-to-be great 
grandmother!

At the time of this writing, Carlton and I have formed 
yet another of our working partnerships. Like all of 
those in the past, this one has also been a great 
success.

Après le dîner
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I play the piano and, because of the extensive 

repertoire I’ve developed over the years, I’m able to 

play many of the songs requested by our audiences 

– thereby bringing back to them the beautiful 

memories they love to recall. By playing these 

requests, I also have the assurance that I’m playing 

the music my audience wants to hear.

As I said, this business is a partnership. And my 

partner is neither passive nor silent! He is a dancer 

and the ladies love him! Many of the folks in our 

audience are in wheel chairs and not all of them are 

able to get up and dance. Well, my dancer takes 

good care of that! He takes the ladies by both hands 

and they sway in time to the music. The rest of the 

audience claps in time to the music. “Mr. Wonderful” 

Is what everyone calls Carlton, my partner. People 

often ask me what his real name happens to be!

Aside from dancing, this great partner carries all of 

my music and does all of the driving. What a guy at 

94 years young!

This “Dessert” phase has turned out to be the most 

rewarding phase of my public life. To hear my 

audiences sing, to see them smile and be happy 

makes each day special.

As a fellow traveler on the senior side of the coin, it is 

such a great privilege to be involved in this kind of 

work. If you have a talent, share it with others! It is 

practically a sin not to share it. Giving of yourself is 

the most important part of life. It is extremely 

heartwarming to be able to make other people 

happy.

Après le dîner (cont.)
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My goal, even before I was a teen-ager, was 
to become a United States Table Tennis 
Champion. I won the title in 1940 at age 17 
and continued to defend it for the next four 
years. Rather than retire after winning the title 
for five consecutive years, I only relinquished it 
by being defeated in 1945. I did not easily 
hand this great honor to anyone else. They 
had to earn it! When that time came, and the 
new champion was crowned, she received 
my heartfelt congratulations for a job well 
done!

As I reflect on my career in many fields, I 
recall the tedious hours of practice and 
youthful impatience, the anxiety of competition 

and periods of frustration and disappointment. 
By being able to overcome these obstacles, I 
reached most of the goals I set for myself. No 
one gets to the top alone! I’m so thankful to 
those whose dedication to me helped me to 
the top. I could not have done it without them!

Although my father Fred is now gone, I still 
hear the same encouraging voice today that I 
heard, and heeded, since childhood. That 
voice of love and support has been there for 
me through all of the many crisis in my life. 
And what does dad’s voice tell me? “Sally, it is 
better to be a ‘has been’ than a ‘never was.’”

Sally Green Prouty

Après le dîner (cont.)
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Co-author Dean Johnson 
and Sally, December 2008.
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